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Guest Presentation on “Event Detection in Distribution”, Matt Umberg, Office of Ground 
Water & Drinking Water - Water Security Division (EPA USA) 

● Will focus on real-time water quality monitoring and anomaly detection 
● Surveillance and response system (SRS) as they relate to water quality monitoring 

○ Detect containment incidents in distribution system (intentional and unintentional) 
■ Significant ones are very rare (assume 0.01%) 

● When large event takes place, false positives are possible and will eclipse true positives 
● Integrate different data streams to increase confidence in what you are seeing in distribution 

system 
 

● Includes: surveillance components, real-time water quality sensors 
● Physical security monitoring: alarms, readers, surveillance footage at critical facilities 
● AMI - to monitor water usage in distribution system 
● Public health surveillance -relationship w/ public health partners to identify any 

spikes of public health incidents that could point to potential water contamination; 
customer complaint surveillance - to identify different spike in complaint that 
could indicate water contamination location 

● Based on these findings, there are different response components 
 
Applications of water quality monitoring: 

● To monitor for water distribution contamination (can’t monitor for it all) 
○ EPA has identified parameters to focus on 

● To monitor for particular matter incidents such as turbidity, chlorine residual, DOC, TOC 
○ Can impact customer tap so adjustments are made prior 

● To manage chlorine residual in distribution 
○ When it falls below minimum regulatory requirements or rises above the 

maximum disinfectant residual level of 4.0 mg/L 
○ Most common application that water systems use 

● To verify the effectiveness of nitrification control 



○ To not only indicate levels but can image mitigation control costs and maintain 
regulatory compliance 

● Tracking reach of water sources in distribution system 
○ If parameters across different sources are different, can use real-time data in a 

given area the contribution level of each water source (to see shifts when not sure 
what is happening) 

 
Anomaly detection: 

● Online water quality monitoring (OWQM is Matt’s main focus area 
● Different methods of anomaly direction: threshold analysis (each parameter level), complex 

analysis (comparing trend of values; can also include operational management), system-
level (software available on the market) 

● Other SRS Components: analytics at the edge (video analytics performed in the camera 
unit/monitoring itself); behavioral analysis (learning patterns and generating alerts when 
patterns are broken); meta tags (bits of information are transmitted along w / video); 
customer complaint surveillance methods based on historical data or temporal clusters 
are identified; public health syndromic surveillance systems that use advanced statistical 
algorithms to detect data anomalies across 911 calls, ED visits, EMS runs etc.; AMI 
meters to detect and product alert for backflow as well as tampering due to wire cutting, 
meter movement or magnetic tampering 

 
Alert investigation & response: 

● For each SRS component ,there is an alert investigation process that water system cna 
reference and then customize for their own needs 

● Starts with receiving an alert and works through process to first initially review data to 
identify plausible causes or common cause; site investigation (measurements, etc.) 

● Trying to rule out potential reasons for contamination 
 

 



Water Contamination Response: 
● If not able to rule out contamination, then this comes into play 

 

 
*In some cases, additional sampling and analysis is ended to be able to guide response 
efforts and cooperation with water system, emergency response partners and laboratories 

Helpful Resources: 
● SRS Capabilities Assessment Tool (question-based online application tool; great for 

preliminary suggestions) - can be 10 minutes; receive automatically generated report 

 
● Individual SRS Capabilities Assessment (more personalized for water system - *under 

development) 
○ For more utility specific recommendations 
○ SWAN utility members interested in this? Get in touch with Matt directly 

● Online Water Quality Monitoring Forum 
○ Informal group for 75+ drinking water utilities 
○ SWAN utility members interested in this? Get in touch with Matt directly 

● New AWWA Committee: Real-time Water Quality Monitoring Committee, not only for utilities 
● OWQM Threshold Calculator Tool 

○ Excel file for water system to be able to copy and past data for a given water quality 
parameter (year’s with of data) 

○ File automatically conducts data analysis to recommend starting points for threshold 
values 



 
● SRS Program Website: https://www.epa.gov/waterqualitysurveillance 
● Matt Umberg can be reached out at: Umberg.Matt@epa.gov 

 
Consolidated Q/A: 

● Alex Bodulow (LADWP): Q: for "multiple data signals" does that equal redundancy for 
two of the same data streams or more of a method of getting another parameter? 

○ Matt Umberg (EPA): Biggest problems with sustainability of OWQM in water 
systems is that water systems may install some sensors that may or may not have 
buy-in on installing sensors in the first place; if installed and data comes in and 
data is not accurate or system did not operate as expected and people lose 
confidence in the data; if you can monitor something like chlorine but also 
connectivity or temperature, that can provide backup for identifying trends and not 
‘blame’ IT/sensor problem 
 

● Nitin Joshi (City of Salem, Oregon): Any insight on how many monitors per number of 
customers required to keep the system safe? Anything that you can add about how to 
generate actionable intelligence by monitoring water quality at different pressure zones 
and reservoir drawdowns due to demand? Any thoughts of incorporating the whole set up 
into GIS with automatic map generation for sending out alerts? We faced a horrendous 
toxic algal issue back in 2017/18 when we had to shut down water services and provide 
bottled water for 30+ days, this was major for us to learn about different monitoring 
parameters for upcoming pollutants/contaminants. 

○ Ken Thompson, Jacobs: Integrated platforms with GIS layers for each 
component that can be overlayed provides the ability to validate the problem and 
also understand the spatial relationships. The number of SRS OWQM stations is 
dependent on the complexity of the system and not population based. 

○ Katie Umberg (Arcadis): Several utilities have developed real-time geospatial 
dashboards for viewing and analyzing online data - and conveying and 
investigating related alerts. 

○ Matt Umberg (EPA): Have not felt comfortable giving recommendations based on 
population; more on a 1:1 level with water systems; case by case basis. Lots of 
systems set threshold values and operators receive notifications (texts/emails) - 
most common. Some data dashboards do a good job of showing real-time 
information. 

○ Ken Thompson, Jacobs: OWQM Pattern Alarms allows for the end user to 
understand if the relationship between a number of parameters (Such as TOC/DOC 
or Conductivity/TOC) can detect that a change has occurred. These can be source 
water changes, reverse flows, and other water quality anomalies 
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○ Katie Umberg - Arcadis: Agree that there is no concrete guidance for monitors per 
station. Sustainability, resources, and additional water quality priorities should be 
considered. And use of / response to data generated is more impactful than the 
number of monitors. 

○ Katie Umberg - Arcadis: There are a set of event management systems that have 
come out to effectively convey and manage alerts; varying degrees of effectiveness 
and varying degrees of ROI. In terms of contamination detection, some very simple 
systems provide improved levels of response alerts; key factor eis people, staff to 
actually receive and respond to alerts (begin just ‘accepting’); data to not just go 
into SCADA. 

○ Ken Thompson, Jacobs: Bring end users into the process on day one - this buy-in is 
a must. 


